MARITIME

MARITIME SOLUTIONS

BOUNDLESS BROADBAND
ON THE WORLD’S MOST
CAPABLE NETWORK
Now Available for Passenger
Maritime Vessels

Panasonic’s maritime solutions offer a new approach to connectivity at sea.
Whether meeting the demands of critical vessel operations or providing passengers with reliable connectivity and
digital entertainment options, today’s maritime customers have a broad range of communications requirements.
The connected cruise ship needs more than just bandwidth – it requires comprehensive solutions to drive crew and
passenger satisfaction, maintain a positive brand image and keep ships up-to-date with the latest technologies.
Passenger and Crew Connectivity, and Business-Critical Communications for Ship Operations and Corporate Networking:
•

Worldwide, high-availability network service

•

Multiple layers of resiliency for the most secure network

•

High-speed internet access and voice connectivity

•

Custom solutions for enhanced passenger experience and crew welfare

•

Dedicated customer service and support

•

Cost efficiencies to effectively compete in today’s commercial cruise market

Panasonic’s maritime solutions leverage best-in-class entertainment and connectivity technologies, combined with
expertise in designing and installing complex, end-to-end maritime networks. Together, these capabilities address the
ever-increasing connectivity requirements of today’s passenger maritime operators.

Global Network Coverage Providing the Best in Flexibility, Availability and Reliability
With the world’s largest, most comprehensive broadband connectivity service, Panasonic’s high-capacity network
covers 98% of maritime traffic routes and offers broadband abundance to meet your bandwidth demands now and
in the future.

The Right Network Technology to Support Data Consumption Growth
Mobile accessibility and entertainment technology are keeping
passengers and crews connected to the people, information and
content that matter most – delivering high-speed, high-capacity
internet, premium on-demand content and more. Cruise
ships require high-capacity circuits to support these growing
connectivity needs. Panasonic’s maritime solutions help cruise
operators leverage technology innovations and platform
improvements to ensure that both ship operations and cruise
guests alike can easily send and receive more data than ever
before, at the fastest speeds available.
Panasonic’s high-throughput satellite network leverages spot
beams and frequency reuse to increase throughput across a
finite RF spectrum. Operators can select the satellite and capacity that best fits their connectivity needs based
on parameters such as regional requirements, latency expectations, throughput and equipment complexity.
Panasonic also implements the right modem technologies into every network design to ensure HTS network
efficiency gains offered by high-throughput solutions.
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